Dear Howard,

The exam is over.

I am glad to say: it was all a short one from Monday till Wed., and taking all the subjects I had my paper on Tuesday, in fact I only took 3. The papers are lead.

I got six questions in 4 am sorry: out of the former I did 2½ in one paper only 1. Whether the
though I should have left a day or two after the thing was over, we get a new one. An iron chain is a thing which is a little in a certain way—quite—nearly I shall actually have held that somewhat doubtful thing over. I shall not come very very last year. The thought of a new generation with the very first, new to this, to our posterity.

Spasmo will like this kind of work, though I was not happy in your home. I thought I was hot plan it to have been. Possibly the result may be out this Friday after. anyway. I try to see you will soon write [illegible] and you will lose "[illegible] is [illegible]."

I am at with some here near...
To change the subject - thing in London are rather
interesting: I'm not regret the
turning out of Salisbury: It all
means worse middle neither
Hastings nor the Rads. (even with
Gladstone) can possibly from a stable
government + the latter is almost
sure to come to smash trusting to +
dependent as he would be on the
Irish vote. I long after all
that Salisbury is the mean to tide
us over the Ficee affair + then
the Conservative must necessarily
have brought in measures more or
less liberal which the latter could
have modified considerably +
helped to pass. I hope that
before long we shall begin to
want a little less humpty dumpty
spirit in politics. It really
doesn't seem as if the way + radical spirit
were to code before Gladstone goes
as if he were to lead the radicals:
The liberal secession in that case
will be a strong one — Huntington
Foster — Forchon — James — Trevelyan
at all events.

Why on earth does not Gladstone
make Parnell Irish Secretary
anyway? It would be worth the
trial + be a bold stroke: just
I all we should have (suckle he occupied the place) a division in the Irish church - that is exactly what is wanted. 

If there is to be a division between the Unionists and the Liberals, I trust he will take office from 

with the Conservative, inclusive them. The United Conservative + Liberal will see that I am more than 

than once that I am more than 

a moderate Liberal.

Yours,

I like your Father's help will please remember me to him if he be at Brodow. In will see I come that Digie has married the things here. He will probably have another suit elsewhere.